Abstract. In the article author identifies a possible bone of mutual vibration energy measuring application used in the study of standard rail, as part of a dedicated research methodology and detailed methodologies developed in many previous author studies. Theoretical analysis and practical verification of susceptibility testing measurement information complex vibration processes indicates a possibility for their use. Recognizing the need to improve methods of machines and structures testing to assess their degradation state -this work presents important results of the research in the verification field of the proposed measures effectiveness of mutual research bench.
Introduction
Ensure the safe and trouble-free operation of machines and structures requires a search or improvement of tools, methods and techniques for non-invasive assessment of the emergency state. A common trend in recent years is the scheme and to organize various business areas targeted for specific purposes. Ensuring repeatable perform actions leading to the intended purpose it is possible, using a variety of situations dedicated research developed methodological procedures allowing for action in various areas.
The problem description and study of changes in the components destruction, materials, design and construction are carried out using the measurement of simple and complex vibration diagnostics methods based on modal analysis [14, 15] . An important issue here is the description and propagation study of useful vibration energy is already widely used in diagnostic vibration and a little less used in modal analysis methods [12, 16, 18] .
In this paper the suitability test measures in the monitoring complex process of the rail connections state with the base concrete, which is associated with many problems specific railway construction. The use of composite measurements mapping the interactions measured vibration process is simpler and less subject to error than the complicated procedures simulation based on numerical methods [9, 10, 20] .
Mutual measures of vibration process
Research mutual similarities processes vibration through mutual estimators allows to specify: interdependencies between processes, correlation between sources, compliance within one process, changes in the road propagation processes in the machine and structure.
Measurement processes mutual indicate a change of source or variation in the transfer passageways signal extortion and answers. For these measures may include [1, 7, 13] : cross-correlation function, coherence function, transfer function, FRF function (Frequency Response Function).
The process of measurement of the vibration are determined from the measured numerical procedures base signal, which is the value of the measured process or the two measured signals: force and the system response to put force. The concept of using vibration energy propagation of measurement uses the value of the mean square amplitude of dynamic directly proportional to the energy of the signal and written in the form [7] :
A measure of the propagation efficiency of vibration energy H binding force signal x (t) of forcing F (t) takes the form:
Due to the large range of amplitudes of vibration signals is a deliberate to use logarithmic scale for comparing the numerical values of these measures:
Large potential research opportunities create the analysis results described in the form of a matrix using measures built at different intervals integration or pre-processed waveforms.
The concept measures the propagation of vibration energy refers to the Parseval's theory [7] , which indicates the identity of the signal energy presented in the time and frequency domains:
It is thus possible to define the measure of vibration energy propagation also in the frequency domain, and then the equation (2) becomes:
In this relationship X (f) is the power spectral density of the signal force, F (f) -the power spectral density of the signal force, and f is the frequency in Hertz.
The essence of the measurement of input and response system for e designate of measures of mutual shown in Figure 1 . th International Conference Diagnostics of Machines and Vehicles The opportunities created by the presented approach allows to solve many technical problems during testing of real objects, which measure defined below each other are widely use [3, 5, 6, 11] .
FRF -FREQUENCE RESPONCE FUNCTION It is the function describing the frequency relation between the strength force F (t) and the vibration acceleration a (t) as the response signal measured at two points in the system under study. Spectral function of transition (FRF -Frequency Response Function) can be described as a quotient of the Fourier transform vibration exciting force F (ω), the Fourier transform of the response signal
The FRF as the main measure of experimental modal analysis is an inversion defined previously transmittance H (f) and is referred to as real and imaginary parts. The method of its determination on the actual objects shown in Fig. 2 . The FRF is a complex function of the frequency, which the module shows the characteristics of amplitude -the frequency, and the argument is the angle of the phase shift between the power of forcing a response [7, 13, 17] . The FRF is an inversion of the transmittance, which is an important observation resulting from the analysis and testing of these measures global propagation of energy [19] .
Due to the possibility of the use of force or strength kinematic introduced different characteristics depending on the nature of the physical processes the input and output, highlighting: the vulnerability of dynamic mobility, acceleration, dynamic stiffness, impedance and dynamic mass [4.8,10] .
Research methodology
Verification of the indicated measures of mutual propagation of vibration energy was carried out at a laboratory [1] . Being investigated size vibration energy flow between the points of attachment rails to the sleepers of the track has been switched on Fig. 3 . Using the studies measured vibration signals extortion and response software was set appropriate measure of each other, where the sample waveforms are shown in Fig. 4-6 . The completed experiment studied a la the various states of attachment (pressure) between the indicated attachment points give a lot of diff s values (Table 1) . Table 1 . Results of bench studies indicated measures of mutual.
Correct inference requires redundancy of information and statistical analysis to obtain a model of bonding between the assumed technical condition and the value of mutual measures. To implement this project proposed in the work of the author's methodology dedicated research facilities in the "construction" [1, 2, 9] uses redundancy procedures, OPTIMUM, SVD and modeling cause -effect [7, 20] .
Using the information contained in Table 1 processed according to the proposed methodology can confirm the good properties of measurement destruction of the cases examined the destruction of joints in order: FRFr, FRFu, H(f y, H(f)u, cohere.
Considering all conducted a sensitivity analysis of the proposed measures of mutual propagation of vibration energy, using different statistical methods used in this work can continue to propose the following as the main measure of the state of destruction: The presented methodology of the study allows to simplify the painstaking research conducted in the field of traditional airworthy calls on the raceways, replacing the work of many service employees to maintain fitness for work programmed utilizing available information technology proposed in this study (Fig.8) . 
Summary
The substance of the development includes the results shows usefulness of mutual propagation measures of vibration energy than the various forms of applications in civil engineering. The main assumption was realized by exploratory research to present the possibilities of practical use of complex estimators vibration -as a tool to solve many fundamental problems with the condition of degradation and building construction elements dynamics.
These issues, it studies exemplify dedicated to the degradation state of the construction methodology procedure for determining the physical aspects and practical applications of propagation of vibration energy measures. The proposed methodology proceedings indicate that the important role and manner of acquisition and use of vibration composite measurements in the construction industry, revealing at the same time the need to take this issue in research the destruction of existing structures. Served briefly elements of vibration theory focused on the physical aspects of the description and use of vibration estimators in the construction industry bring the issues of modeling the dynamic state of different structures and rules for their use.
Changes identification in the building structures degradation state becomes a method of assessing the structure operational status and modal analysis methods and related vibration estimates reflects well the elements degradation.
